
Lagrangian submanifolds

Goal:prove thatHofer's metric on 12" is non-degenerate
-> we introduce Lagrangian submanifolds.
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Example:
1) curves on surfaces:

Let (M?2) be an orientedsurface with an area form.

claim:Every curve is hagrangian

Proof: · Thetaugentspace to a curve is one-dimensional

· a varishes when it's evaluated on two proportional vectors.

2) LetN" be a any manifold.

consider the cotangent bundle M =T*N OF N with the natural projection : T*N -N, (p. 9) +9.
We define the following 1- form on M which is called the Liouvine form.

ForgeN, Ipg)eT*N and 3 eTip,alT*N we set d13)=<p, 4x 3), where si is the natural pairing
between T*N and TN.

claim: 2=Ad is a symplectic form on T*M.

Proof:We use local coordinates (p.pn,q..qul on T*N and we write =(pn-ipn, gei-and.
So T1 3 =(an, - ,qu).
With this notation we have sp, 5x3=Zpig;and then follows (13) = 2 pidgi.
Therefore = =dd =Z dp;adai, which is the standard sympletic form on 12n.

3)Lagrangian suspension:
Let 2 <1M.2) be a Lagrangian submanifold.
consider a loop ofHamiltonian diffeomorphism [h=3, te 51, ho=hm =1, generated by a 1-periodic
Hamiltonian qunction H(X,t).

These are going tobe useful later.
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proposition:
LetMxT*5 be a symplectic manifold with symplectic form r =2+ dradt.
Mas before and (rit) are the coordinates on T*S =1 x S1.

Then 4:LxS- Mx T*S1

(x,t) +(n=(x), - H(k=(x),t),t)

is a hagrangian embedding.

Proof:

Enough to show:*** vaniches on pairs (3,3 and on pairs (3.5) for 3.3'eTh and eTS1
We only need these to show these two pairs because the other possible pairs vanishes by antisymmetry.

Bycomputing, we obtain:1x3=4IUs, t/s=0 you 0:1-5,5-2, jld =3 and fis) =x.

=- 55(4 =((x), - Hz(ht(f(s),t)/s =0
- (aht)ria)-(dHenzsfialdhz)(3))Er) using the puchforward
=h= x3 - cdHt,ht x3)

and analogorsy &*3=hxx3 - cd,h=x3

=> *
*

r13,3) =w14x3,0x3) =r(nxx3,h ++3) =2(3,3) =0

L Lagrangian

· dx =(k=(x), - H =(h+ (x)),t)

shew gradientofHt
e

=> SgradHt(h) - 1 (h=(x)) - dHE/Sgrad H-(hal)Er r

=> SgradH1-dHt, sgradHEL +)ot

=> sgradtt-

=> b* - (3,) =2(n+x3, sgrade) + dradt)-cdHt,h=x3
=> a(htx3, sgradHz) -2dHt, hex3
=> dH(htx3) - 2dHz,hzx3)

=D

Then o is a hagrangian embedding



The Liouville class ofLagrangian submanifolds in R2":

Let L (12", ap a dal be a hagrangian submanifold.

Let d =podge++ pudan the Liorville form, and di a restriction to L.

Note: d(d1f) =21T =0

Lagrangian submamifold

Definition:

the cohomology class die H1L, R) ofthis closed 1- form is

called hiorville class ofthe Lagrangian submanifold L.

Similarly, for a Lagrangian embedding or immersion : 2-2

we define the Liouville class as [**).

Geometrical interpretation:ofthe hiouvine class ofa Lagrangian submanilfold
LetH(R) be a 1-cycle.

We can then find a 2-chain Iin R" with 22 =a.

(62,a) =(ad =(zt
Note:independent of

Cd2, a) is called the sylplectic area ofa
· d is invariantunder symplectomorphisms of12", i.e. 4**y1) =b-

Theorem A:

Assume thatLc12" is a closed Lagrangian submaniold.
Then di 0. Antonio will prove itnexttime

:For a Lagrangian immersions this statementis not true in general

Example case n=1:

Any closed embedded curve bounds a subsetofpositive area

But, ifwe take for example the immersed figure eightcurve can bound a setwith zero area

Definition:

Aclosed Lagrangian submaniyold L(R2", w) is called rational

indrHe(2; X1) CRis a discrete subgroup.
We denote its positive generator by f(t).

Example:the splitforus (which is Lagrangian) =S"(r) x x Stir) IRC is rational

Proof:each s'cr) has a symplectic area Tr2, and then p(L) =ir?

However, the Horus sr() xS() cRYis notrational,since the symplectic
areas ofthe two circles are it and I and they generate a dense subgroup of1.

Theorem B:

Let (<B(r) x R2n-2 be a closed rational Lagrangian submaniyold
Then U(L) -> Ar2 Antonio will prove itnexttime

The condition thatis embedded is necessary.

Ex: this is an immersed Lagrangian submaniyold ofarbitrary symplectic area.0



Theorem C:

hetLaa dosed rational Lagrangian submaniyold.

Then eC21 EU IL Proof:Yollows from the B, see below.

Rh:this resultgives a lower bound for the displacementenergy est ofa rational Lagrangian
submaniyold (wrtHofer's metric.

consequences:

Non-degeneracy ofHofer's metric:

Thm. 2 implies thatHofer's metric on Ham(IR2", wl is non-degenerate.
Proof:hetB2n(r)=9pit+ptaitan-r2y. Each ball B2"(r) contains a rational splittorus

SE) xxSVE) =Spita=E, PR+a=2}

Thus esisancriio enon-degeneracy of

[Actually Hofer proved e cB2(r1) =Ar? I



Estimating the displacementenergy:
God ofthis section:prove than c using the B.

het p is a binvariantpseudo-distance on Ham (M,e) and letAa bounded subsetofM. as

Definition: already
The dispacementenergy ofAis given by seen

e(A) =in4 {p! 11,4) 1 y eHam(M,-), f(A) 1A =PY
-

·The setofofmay be empty "Agetdisplaced by o
"

·convention:in4* =c
· ifeCA) to we say thatAhas positive displacementenergy.

Properties: - monotone:AcB =e(A) -> e(BL

Iships
· invariant:e(A)=e/4CA)) You every Hamiltonian diffeomorplism yofM.

(i.e. XeHam(M,w)
To prove thmc, we proceed in 5steps:

Step 1: Let L be a dosed rational Lagrangian submanifold. Let he, te10,17 be a path ofHamiltonian diffeomorplism s.t.

ho =11 and hi(L) 1 =0.

#x E>0.

weag we can assume thathe=11 for te 50,2) and he =he for te in-e,1)

Indeed, this can be achieved by suitable reparamofthe flow which preserves the length:

Ex:het947}, teto, al be a Hamiltonian flow generated by a normalized Hamiltonian Fix,t).

Then 54at], te t0.17 is again a Hamiltonian flow generated by aF(x, at).
In fact, every Hamiltonian differmorplism is a time- one map ofsome Hamiltonian.

LetH(x,t) the corresponding Hamiltonian function.
Set 1=length (hzy =S8 max H1 - minH= dt

Es: es201) (tum c.)

Step 2:We create a loop ofHamiltonian diffeomorphisms for tet0.2].

gt ={n- t
2e [0,1]

tc[1,2]

With Hamiltonian

S#(x,t)
t 650,1]

G(x,t) =-
H(x,2- t) te [1,2)



claim: 18 G1gt(x).Het =0 0x. (we use ithater Al

Proof:18 GIgz(x),Hat =I GIgz(x),Hat + GIgz(x).Hat
stip)

- YH(hzx), tidt+3 - HCh2-1,2- tat
=YHCh=(x), tidt- HChz-t,2-tat
-> E=2- t,aE =

-dt,Y- i =- I
+ IAChE, E) (fat

=0

We now apply Ex3 (hagrangia suspension) and we geta new Lagrangian submanifold L'cR2xT*sr
as the image ofLxs under the mapping

(x,t) 1(9t(x), - G(gt(x),t),t)
Note:here SR/2K.

We define two function:afit) =-minGIx,t) +2 & a
_

(t)
=

- maxG(x,t) - E

ar

-> L'c Rex C cR2x TYS1

annulus (a_(t) < r > a +(t)} -
- !fidEis

st

thin

Step 3: necks

Goal:pass from R2nxT*Sr to R2x RY.

In order todo thatwe considera particular symplectic immersion 0:CTR" (Gromov's figure eighttrick)

area (C) =1 (a+15) - a_ (t)dt= fminIGIx,t) +3 +max(GIx,t) + d) alt

=(max (GIx,t) - min (GIx,t) +29) at =(max (GIx,t)) - min (GIx,t) alt +45

2

=max(HIx,t)) - min (HIx,z)dt + / max 1-HIx,2-t)) - min) - H(x,2-H)dt +49
1

-

-I max) - HIx,ES) - mins - HIxElI dE E =2-ti- i =- Idt =- dE

=? - min (HIx,El) +max (H(x,El)dE

=24 (maxH-min Hz)at +4

=22 +42

-> the image OIC) can be enclose by a disc B ofarea 21 + 102



Step 4:
Consider the symplectic immersion O'=idx0:R2 xC- R2x R2

. OK c1R2+2 is an immersed Lagrangian submanifold and O'L') c12xB

claim:L"=D'') is embedeled:

Proof:note:the only place where double points could occur is in the thin necks.

For (e t-5,9]:gt(t) =holL)L
2 forte (1 -5,1 +5]:gt(L) =hi(L), and by assurption on step 1hi(L(n) =0

=>No double points and O'is an embedding

Step 5:

Es:L"rational Iso we can apply thm B)
We will prove f(L)=0(").

het to be the composition ofthe Lagrangian suspension and O'!
2. Susp.

:xS1R2xT*gre2(pengenqu) x Rsp, al

(x,t) +-(ge(x),0) - G(gz(x),t),t))

Note:L"is the image ofLxs under o <Lx90}
the group H11L") is generated by the cycles ofthe form p(b) where b

9x =3x03xS, xoEL

·Case 1:p(b)=bx5010,0} => symplectic area ofb and (b) coincide

Case 2:heta be the orbit 992X0}, te 0,2).

Note:(**(pedant-+pudantpdal=(apedant-pudan+ /**pda
*

= offra =

- ?G(ged.tdt =0

-> L" is a rational Lagrangian zubrld with f(L)=f(").

Since L"<1R2 xB, by thm B:f(L") < area (B) =2 e +102 FE>0.
thmB

=> elL) -EN(L)



second book:

Theorem

het (M.w) a symplectic manifold and LaM be a compactLagrangian aubmaniyold.

Then there exists a neighborhood WILo) T*L ofthe zero section, a nbud vaM of L,

and a diffeomorphism b:WILol-V s.t. *w = - dd

&I =id

where d is the canonical 1- form on T*L.

ProOf:
Theproofis based on the factthatthe normal bundle ofLin Mis isomorphic tothe taugentbundle.

To define such isomorphism, we use a compatible complex structure5on the tangent bundle TM (exists by a Prop.)

By an another proposition we have thatthe subspace JaTaLcTaM is the ortogonal complementofTal wrt
the metric g5 induced by J,and is a magrangiasubspace ofITqM,wh.

LetEq:TaL- Tal the isomorphism induced by the metric 95, i.e. 95(q(*),v)=
=v*(r), reTaL

Now consider b:T*L -> M

4(9,*:=expq(Jaq(VY)

exponential map ofthe Riemannian metric & J.

Thenyou v =Ivo, VII e TqL* TL =Tia,dT*L we have dad(V) =Vo+ Jaq(V)

=> **W1q,d(rw) =wa (vo+Jaq(V), wo + Jaba(wil)

=Walvo, JqEq(wl) - wa (Wo, Jaq(V)

= 95 (Vo,eq(WIK-95/wo, q(V)

=wI(Vol-VIWo

=- abc9,0 (viwh

-> the 2-form p*Wc 22)T*L) agrees with the canonical n-form-ad can on the zero section

Done by Moser isotopy.

hemma (Moser Isotopy):
Let M be a 2n-dim. Smooth life and QM be a compactsubmid.

suppose thatwo.Wner(M) are closed z-forms s.t. ateach pointq of& the forms wo and we are equal and

non-degenerate on TaM. ThenIopen nbhas No and in ofaand a differmorphism 4:Not s.t. Na= id

↑*Wr =Wo


